CUNY Academic Commons - Bug #3229
thesegalcenter.org dynamic gallery not working; publications page missing content
2014-05-23 12:39 PM - Sarah Morgano
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Description
Rebecca Sheahan just reported that the dynamic gallery on the Home page of http://thesegalcenter.org/ is not working. They added
another image yesterday and she thinks that when the problem started. She also reported that the publications page is missing all of
its content: http://thesegalcenter.org/publications/.
Kimon Keramidas was cc'd on the email so I've added him as a watcher to this ticket.
History
#1 - 2014-05-23 12:41 PM - Matt Gold
- Category name set to WordPress Plugins
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Boone Gorges
#2 - 2014-05-23 01:31 PM - Boone Gorges
- Subject changed from Martin E. Segal Theatre Center Site to thesegalcenter.org dynamic gallery not working; publications page missing content
Kimon, can I ask you to jump in with addition details when you get a chance? I don't know enough about how the site is supposed to be very efficient
with debugging.
#3 - 2014-05-27 11:35 AM - Kimon Keramidas
Dynamic Content Gallery plugin had been set to Jquery rather than Mootools setting under Javascript options. This worked fine up until the most
recent Wordpress upgrade. Changing to Mootools has fixed the problem. Will now look at Publications page.
#4 - 2014-05-27 11:47 AM - Kimon Keramidas
Publications page was broken because new version of Wordpress Random Image plugin has a bug when using more than one shortcode per page.
Removed shortcodes and made what had been random images into static images.
#5 - 2014-05-27 11:49 AM - Matt Gold
Thanks for troubleshooting, Kimon. Sounds like we can close this?
#6 - 2014-05-27 11:51 AM - Kimon Keramidas
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Both of these problems are now fixed. Thank you for tracking on the Commons. Those two new changes/problems to WP plugins Dynamic Content
Gallery and Wordpress Random Image might be something the Commons looks into. This ticket can now be closed
#7 - 2014-05-27 12:38 PM - Matt Gold
- Assignee changed from Boone Gorges to Sarah Morgano
Thanks, Kimon!
Sarah, may I ask you to set up separate issues for the two plugins Kimon mentioned? Thank you.
#8 - 2014-05-29 01:59 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
- Target version set to Not tracked
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See #3235 and #3236 for further discussion.
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